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1. Statement of the need for the proposed major regulation.
CARB staff Is proposing to amend the LCFS regulation to reflect a range of objectives: from updates and revisions to Improve the program's overall Implementation, to broader program
design proposals that wlll Improve accuracy of the LCFS and further support California's long-term ability to diversify the State's fuel pool, support demand for Increasingly lower Cl fuels,
and promote transformatlv8 Innovation In the transportation sector, GARB staff is proposing amendments to the LCFS regulation to:
• Strengthen the carbon Intensity benchmarks In order to help achieve California's 2030 GHG reduction requirement enacted through SB 32 and discussed In the Draft 2017 Climate
Change Scoping Plan;
• Expand the fuel types and qualifying activities ellglble lo participate In the" LCFS In order to recognize and lncentlvlze GHG reductions In additional transportation fuel sectors;
• Require third-party verification of Cl values and fuel transactions In order to enhance confidence In the LCFS program accounting;
• Update Hfecycle analysis model Ing tools to incorporate the most recent data and methodologies and streamline appllcatlon and reporting requirements to encourage greater participation
and reduce burden on participants; and
• Incorporate a protocol for carbon capture and sequestration projects that will specify the methods for both quantifying emission reductions and ensuring their permanent sequestration.

2. The categories of individuals and business enterprises who will be impacted by the proposed major regulation and the amount of the
economic impact on each such category.
The proposed amendments are designed to Increase the penetration of low-Cl fuels in the California market. As such, the proposed amendments will Impact the
volumes of fuels sold whlch affects the output of fuel-producing industries including producers of: CARBOB gasoline, diesel, conventional propane, starch
ethanol, renewable gasoline, hydrogen used for transportation, b!odlesel, renewable diesel, renewable propane, alternatlve jet fuel, conventional natural gas,
dairy natural gas, landfill natural gas, and electricity used for transportation.
The proposed amendments will Increase the costs to producers and importers of high carbon Intensity fuels while producers of low carbon Intensity fuels will see
revenue increases. This will Indirectly affect Individuals In California that purchase transportation fuel, as staff assumes Increased costs associated with
production or Import of high carbon intensity fuels will be passed on to consumers In the form of higher fuel prices. In 2022 and 2023, the proposed amendments
are projected to reduce gasoline and diesel costs, as potentially lower LCFS credit prices are estimated for these years relative to the baseline scenario. From
2025 onwards, the proposed amendments are projected to increase the price of gasoline by $0.03 to $0.21 per gallon and potentlally increase the price of diesel
by $0.03 to $0.25 per gallon, based on the change in estimated annual LCFS credit price and annual deficits from 2025 through 2030.

3. Description of all costs and all benefits due to the proposed regulatory change (calculated on an annual basis from estimated date of filing
with the Secretary of State through 12 months after the estimated date the proposed major regulation wi II be fully implemented as
estimated by the agency).
Benefits:
CARBantlclpates that the proposed amendiT\llnlll will ha\le Iha following general benefits to Ca!ifomle businesses end Individuals·
•Staffe~pects the proposed amendmenls lo reduce GHG emissions relatlve to the l:tasallne l:ly almost 61 million metric tons In carbon dlc»<lde equivalent (MMT C02a) lrom2019 throllgh 2030. The LCFS Is specifically designed to reduce GHG emissions
In the transporlatlon sector, which Is responsible ror neally half ofGHGemlsslons In California. This will conltlbute to California's efforts to combatcllmale change.
• Increased use of lower Cl alternative fuels and alternatl\le fueled vehicle& including Oiodlosol, renewable diesel, renewable jet fuel, low NOX natural gas trucks, and electric and hydrogen zero emission vahlcles. In addition to reducing GHG emissions,
this may lower le\lels of crlte~a air pollutants, which are the cause ofmanydeleterlous heallh effects on Callfomla residents.
•Greater opportunities for Callfornla businesses lo lnvast In the l)roduct!on of allernallve fuels and other cradl! genltfatlng opportunlijes at oil fields and refrner!es.
• Reduce the dependence on fossil fuel and CfUde oil Imports and diversifying the transportation fuel pool, which may decrease the exposure of California to large swings In energy !)rices due to external economic shooks.
• Improvements In California air quality under the proposed amondmantsare anticipated to result In haatlh benefits forCalifomla Individuals. These health benefits result In cost-savings to Individuals, businesses, and government agencies due to fewer
premature mortalities, fewer hospital and emergency room visits, and fewer lost days of work.
Costs:
• Esijrnated direct costs oflhe proposed amendments lnciudo costs ofobtslnlng LCFS cradlls and thlrd·party veriflcallon costs. Annual direct costs to regulated parties range from asavings of$1.07B lo acost of $2.638, wllh acumulative cost of roughly
$8.8B between 2019 and 2030.
•Staff expects the more aggressive Cl targets In Iha proposed amendments to resultln an lnCfease In the costs to regulated parties ofobtaln!ng LCFScredlls by: (1) Increasing 1110 total quantUy of LCFS credllll required to Im In compliance with 111a rule for
every gallon of high-carbon fuel sold, and (2) Increasing tho price ofLCFScrectits, The addilion of third party verification will.also Impose asmall cost on many regulated parties.

4. Description of the 12-month period In which the agency estimates the economic impact of the proposed major regulation will exceed
$50 million.

The proposed amendments were determined to be major due to the economic impact of the estimated
generation of LCFS deficits and credits exceeding $50 million throughout all years of the assessment
(2019-2030).
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5. Description of the agency's baseline:

For the baseline scenario, ARB utilized Regional Economic Model, Inc. (REMI) version 2.1.1 , specific to California, to
model the macroeconomic impact of the proposed amendments, which assumes the California economy absent the
proposed amendments as the baseline. REMI Policy Insight Plus (Pl+) is utilized to provide year-by-year estimates of
the total impact of the proposed amendments, pursuant to the requirements of SB 617 and the California Department
of Finance (DOF). CARB uses the REMI Pl+ one-region, 160-sector model that has been adjusted to reflect forecasts
dated June 2017 provided by DOF which include California population figures, U.S. real GDP forecast, and civilian
employment growth numbers. In addition, the national baseline is adjusted to account for credit revenue and deficit
cost that is generated by industries outside of California.
6. For each alternative that the agency considered (including those provided by the public or another governmental agency), please describe:
a. All costs and all benefits of the alternative
b. The reason for rejecting alternative
Alternative 1: Cl Reduction of 25 Percent in 2030
a. Alternative 1 provides additional GHG emissions reductions and additional improvements in local air quality compared to the proposed amendments, which will lead to additional health benefits. S laff expects cumulative GHG
emission reductions for A lternative 1 to be 103.6 MMT C02e above the baseline. Compared to the proposed amendments, this ts an increase in an ticipated cumulative GHG reductions of 52.8 MMT C02e. The cost of compliance
for Allemative 1 is calculated by multiplying the projected LCFS credit price by the number of deficits generated and subtracting the same multiple for the baseline scenario. Cumulative compliance costs for Alternative 1 are
estimated at $27 .9 billion (relative to the baseline). The cost of Alternative 1 is $19.2 billion more expensive than the proposed amendments.
b. Requiring a 25 percent Cl reduction will result in increased GHG emission reductions and improvement in air quality, but at cost much greater than the proposed amendments. The cost effectiveness of this alternative is more
than double that of the proposed amendments.
Alternative 2: Cl Reduction of 18 percent in 2030 with no alternative jet fuel, no CCS, and no propane
a. A lternative 2 provides sim ilar Cl reduction targets, cumulative GHG reductions, and criteria pollutant reductions as the proposed amendments, but it does not permit the use of alternative jet fuels, propane, or CCS projecls for
credit generation. Staff expects the cumulative GHG emission reductions for Alternative 2 to be 47 MMT C02e above the baseline. Compared lo the proposed amendments, this represents a decrease in anticipated GHG
reductions of 4 MMT C02e from 2019 through 2030. The cost of compliance for Alternative 2 is calculated by multiplying the projected LCFS credit price by the number of generaled deficits and subtracting the same multiple for the
baseline scenario. Cumulatively the cost of compliance under Alternative 2 is expected to be $12 billion more expensive than the baseline, and $3.4 billion more expensive lhan the proposed amendments.
b. This alternative achieves similar GHG and criteria pollutants reduction but al a substantially higher economic cost. Additionally, although the near term GHG and criteria pollutant reductions are similar to the proposed
amendments, this alternative is significantly less likely to have as many benefits in terms or driving the innovation desired and needed to continue decarbonizing transportation fuel in the future.

7. A description of the methods by which the agency sought public input. (Please include documentation of that public outreach).
Since the LCFS re-adoption in 2015, staff has been in frequent contact w ith stakeholders. Recently, the outreach has focused on clarifying certain provisions of the
LCFS regulation and working to gather public feedback on proposals being considered for future target setting, pathway certification, and verification amendments. In
2016, staff conducted eight public workshops and stakeholder working meetings, and as of September 2017, staff has hosted an additional twelve public workshops
and working meetings, with more workshops slated this fall to further discuss proposed regulatory language. Staff posted information regarding these workshops and
any associated materials on the LCFS website and distributed notice of these workshops through a public list serve that includes over 8,000 recipients. At the
meetings, which are available by webcast and by teleconference, CARS solicits stakeholder feedback on the regulation and the regulatory process.
CARS has also sought public input regarding the alternatives for the proposed amendments analyzed for this SRIA including:
• July 24, 2017: Staff posted a notice for the August 7, 2017 Public Workshop, which included a solicitation for alternatives as well as a Pre-Rulemaking concept paper
describing each of the amendments under consideration.
• August 7, 2017: Staff hosted a public workshop focused on the proposed amendments, which also included a solicitation from stakeholders for alternatives to the staff
proposal.

8 . A description of the economic impact method and approach (includ ing the underlying assumptions the agency used and the rationale and
basis for those assumptions).
The proposed amendments are simulated in REMI by employing the production cost policy variable to account for a change in operating cosls for industries that generate LCFS deficits or credits. The NAICS code representing petroleum and
coal products manufacturing (324) is used to represent deficils generated by CARBOB gasoline and diesel and to represent credits generated by conventional propane, refinery investments. refinery renewable hydrogen, and innovative crude.
Low-Cl fuel producers that generate credits are grouped into four NAICS codes: basic chemical manufacturing (3251 ). natural gas distribution (2212), waste management and remediation seivices (562), and electric power generation,
transmission, and distribution (2211 ). Changes in lhe production costs to basic chemical manufacturing tndustry is used to represent credits generated from: starch ethanol, sugar ethanol, celluk>sic ethanol, renewable gasoline, hydrogen ,
biodiesel. renewable diesel, renewable propane, and alternative jet fuel. Changes in the production costs to the natural gas distribution indusuy is used to represent credits generated from convenlional natural gas and dairy natural gas.
Changes In produclion costs to the waste management and remediation service industry is used to represent uedits generated from landfill natural gas. Changes in the production costs to the electric power generation, transmission, and
distribution industry is used to represent credits generated from electricity used in transportation. The exogenous final demand REM! variable is used lo represent changes in value of produclion for each fue! lype that results from changes in
business and governmenl expenditures on the fuels. This change in the value of production represents both changes in lhe volumes of fuel consumed in California and the changes in the price of fuel due to the proposed amendmenls.
Third-parity verification requirements will Increase operaling costs for fuel producing Industries. Higher verificalion costs are modeled as an increase in produ ction cosl to the three industry NAICS codes anticipated to bear lhese costs:
petroleum and coal products manufacturing (324), basic chemical manufacturing (3251 ), and nalural,gas distribulion (2212). Demand for verification services will a1so grow as a resulf of the proposed verification requirements. This demand is
modeled as an increase In exogenous final demand for managem8nt. scientific, and technical consulting services (NAICS 5416).
·
The years of analysis are 2019 through 2030; these years are used to simulaled the proposed amendments through 12 months post full implementation.
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